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Why build My Decisions?

We already knew that,

• There was an increasing demand for our services to move online
In 2014 we saw a 44% rise in downloads of Advance Decisions from 
our website and a similar increase in enquires via email rather than the 
phone

• A web-based approach works
The Government’s digital team was reporting a sharp rise in the 
number of LPAs made online; from 434 per week in January 2014 to 
1,829 per week in March 2015



Our process

• 12 month discovery phase 

• Agile build and user experience testing

• Expert feedback at each iteration

• Peer review by a barrister and penetration 
testing by security experts

• Analysis, user feedback and annual  
development



Our process



Our process

Why agile?

• Encourage ideas throughout

• Delivers “real world” feedback while the project is 
still being developed.

• Fail cheaply and fail early



Our process

In partnership with our agency we,

• Created personas and user stories
This encouraged the project team to discuss requirements from a users perspective

• Identified our minimum viable product
MVP is the first possible output, product or solution that is good enough to get started with real 
users. We began with the account creation/log in page

• Began an agile development process with 2-weekly cycles. 
The length of these cycles gave  enough time to complete specific user stories. These were 
deployed and shown in a demo at the end of each cycle or ‘sprint’

But first…



Discovery phase

• Research conducted with 300 service users, exploring 
their needs, worries and barriers (and motivators) to 
them planning ahead

• Using wire-frames we consulted with a range of 
professionals with expertise in law, disorders of 
consciousness, emergency medicine, general practice, 
palliative care and data protection 



Scenarios
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Advance Statement



Measurement and impact

• 99 percent of users feel more informed after 
using My Decisions

• 91 percent found the site either easy or very easy 
to use

• 65 percent felt more “in control” after 
completing the process.



Measurement and impact

“The categories the website is broken down into 
took all the confusion and worry away.”



Measurement and impact

“I found the website really easy and organised. I 
had been putting off doing it, because I feared it 
would be complicated, but in fact you have so 
carefully put everything into words for us, it's 
just a matter of clicking what you want!”



Measurement and impact

“Thanks for this. The guide and the online 
tool will be really useful to help me plan 
ahead. I love the idea that you can save it and 
come back to it as there is a lot to think about.”



Measurement and impact

“I have found that your documentation is by far 
the clearest and most informative around.”


